Robert G. Sims [Glenn]
President, ASW Energy Services
Robert “Glenn” Sims was appointed President of
ASW Energy Services in August 2014. Previously,
Sims held the position of Chief Operating Officer for
ASW Global, LLC. Glenn maintains an impressive
record in the implementation of global procurement
and supply chain management solutions. As COO,
Sims core responsibilities focused around leading
the strategic development of all Supply Chain
Services for client customization including
outsourcing services, emerging market sourcing and enterprise cost modeling.

Glenn joined ASW Global from The Ford Motor Company where he was a Director for
the Vehicle Operations Supplier Development Team. In that position, Sims led the
strategic implementation and execution to partner with 15 module suppliers for new
model programs setting up six new facilities, planning and verifying tooling capacity,
and implementing an enterprise cost model for reaching targets based on specific
customer speculations.

Sims graduated from Mansfield State University with a Bachelors of Science in Political
Science and received a Masters of Science in International Logistics from The Georgia
Institute of Technology in Atlanta. He has also attended Executive Development
Programs at the Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University, FUQUA
School of Business and Duke University. Glenn has held a variety of positions in
Manufacturing, Quality Control, Industrial Engineering, Sales and Marketing, System
Engineering and Material Planning, and Logistics Management. He has also been
featured speaking at international trade forums in China, Hong Kong, U.S.A. and
Europe sharing his experiences, processes, and methods for incorporating Lean
Principles and Six Sigma Methodologies to engineer Global Supply Chain solutions.

Sims continues to excel as a corporate leader in contributing to the design,
development, and execution of ASW Global’s Operational Excellence plan. He actively
promotes continuous improvement in alignment with ASW’s Core Competencies in
order to support future growth relating to increased profitability, customer
satisfaction, and supplier relationships.
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